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1. The Equal Rights Trust is an international organisation which exists to combat discrimination and promote equality as a fundamental human right and a basic principle of social justice.¹ In the last ten years, we have been engaged in combating discrimination and promoting equality in seventeen of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) participating states.²

2. We welcome today’s discussion, and the statements made today by many participating states about their commitment to gender equality steps which they are taking to address serious issues such as gender-based violence and gender inequality in political participation.

3. In the view of the Equal Rights Trust, these issues will only ever be properly addressed in the context of a genuinely comprehensive legal framework which prohibits all forms of discrimination against women. Such a framework is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for addressing violence against women and other issues of gender inequality.

4. The vast majority of OSCE states are participants in the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women.³ Many participating states also have specific legislation aimed at increasing gender equality, or addressing discrimination against women. This is, of course, to be welcomed. However, many states have yet to put in place the kind of legislation required to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women.

5. As states will be aware, in 2010, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women issued a General Recommendation on states’ obligations under Article 2 of the Convention, which sets out states parties’ obligations in respect of laws and policies to eliminate discrimination.⁴ In this General Recommendation, the Committee clarified that eliminating all forms of discrimination necessitates the passing of “legislation that prohibits discrimination in all fields of women’s lives under the Convention and throughout their
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The General Recommendation goes on to elaborate that such legislation should, amongst other things:

a. Explicitly define and prohibit direct and indirect discrimination, and harassment;

b. Provide protection from discrimination committed by "public authorities, the judiciary, organizations, enterprises or private individuals, in the public and private spheres";

c. Recognise and prohibit intersectional discrimination on grounds including but not limited to ethnicity, disability, health status, sexual orientation and gender identity.

6. The Equal Rights Trust’s experience indicates that gender equality legislation in a significant number of OSCE participating states – including Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan, but also others – fails to meet this standard. This is true in particular in the essential third aspect – providing protection from intersectional discrimination on all grounds recognised at international law. Others here today have given examples of how, in the absence of effective and comprehensive legal frameworks on discrimination, Roma women, lesbians and young women and other particular groups experience multiple discrimination in many areas of life, and are particularly exposed to gender based violence.

7. States which have yet to enact legislation which clearly and effectively provides protection from such forms of discrimination are failing in their obligations, under the CEDAW, to
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eliminate all forms of discrimination against women. I urge participating states who have yet to do so to bring their national laws into line with international standards, and in so doing provide a basis for women's equal participation in all areas of life.